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1. Assignment of the thesis.
Demands of this thesis correspond to common requirements on Master thesis. A solution of
individual points is not so complicated and does not require an extreme effort.

Analysis of results obtained in measurements is invalid thereby the presented simulation model is
affected. The student does not fulfill correctly last two points of the thesis.

2. Student’s activity during the project completing.
As regards activity of the student, he was consulting his individual steps and results, nevertheless in
spite of rigorous explanation of processing data from Wireshark and warning on the validity of
presented results he was not able to achieve and to deliver a proper simulation model.

3. Student’s activity during the process of completion.
The student was delivering his thesis under time pressure. First of all, he had been facing practical
problems with measurements. Finally, he was able to finish an experimental testbed and to carry out
measurements.

It required more time than he expected and the delivery of his thesis was postponed several times.
Unfortunately he failed in the analysis of obtained results and the simulation models creating.

4. Overall evaluation of the thesis
As I mentioned, simulation models are not valid, and the reason is in Tab. 7. If we take provided data
from measurement for SIP and IAX, we can calculate individual streams in Wireshark.

In case of one SIP flow, we get a stream of 81 kbps (IP BW), by clicking in Wireshark on Telephony
- RTP - stream analysis. Nevertheless, the student found a flow of 288 kbps.

Ten calls of SIP should be 810 kbps (IP BW) in comparison of 2,832 kbps in Tab. 7.

I provide calculation for IAX flow of one call and ten calls.

IAX one call
T1 ... start 5.081
T2 ... stop 8.041
PI1.....Packet_index(at start) 283
PI2.....Packet_index(at stop) 487
PS.....Packet_Size 214B

deltaT=T2-T1=2.96
deltaP=PI2-PI1=204

BW=8*PS*deltaP/deltaT=118 kbps

118 kbps vs. 264 kbps in Tab. 7

IAX ten calls
In case of ten calls, two types of frames are included in the captured traffic which alternate regularly,
so number of packets in each of them deltaP=(PI2-PI1)/2, the first one contains 7 calls and the second
one 3 calls
PS1=1198B



PS2=542B
PI2=481
PI1=152
deltaP=164

T2=4.831
T1=1.857

Stream1=8*1198*164/2.974=528.5 kbps
Stream2=8*542*164/2.974=239.106 kbps
Stream=Stream1+Stream2=767.606 kbps

767.606 kbps vs. 2,152 kbps in Tab. 7

It is evident that the provided values are not correct. If I look at Graph 2 or Graph 4, I do not
understand why the logarithmic regression is applied. It is possible to achieve a correlation presented
by R coefficient close to 1. Nevertheless the used values in Tab. 7 are not valid, and it affects chapter
5 which is totally incorrect.

5. Evaluation of the new findings contribution.
The delivered thesis does not bring new information.

6. Utilization and selection of information sources.
As regards citations, I can not accept such treatment. The student copied not only sentences without
proper citation but all paragraphs such as

p. 13
These significant benefits are behind ...
One benefit of the VoIP technology is that it may be deployed using ...
source: https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1310/1310.5805.pdf

p. 25
Traditional Private Branch eXchange – PBX has a logical difference between stations (telephone sets)
and trunks (resources that connect to the outside world) ...
http://www.asteriskdocs.org/en/3rd_Edition/asterisk-book-html-chunk/asterisk-Arch.html

p. 26
Asterisk is built on modules. A module is a loadable component that provides a specific functionality,
such as a channel driver (e.g. chan_sip.so), ....
http://www.asteriskdocs.org/en/3rd_Edition/asterisk-book-html-chunk/asterisk-CHP-5-SECT-1.html

etc.

It seems that significant part is copied from external sources and I recommend a rigorous check of
plagiarism through professional tools such as crossref. I tried to find only part of the text in Google,
and I can not obviate a suspicion that significant theoretical part is made by copy and paste with
slight modification.

7. Summary evaluation.
I appreciate the effort of the student regarding experimental part which is successful. Nevertheless, it
is only part of the thesis and he failed in the analysis of obtained data from measurement and
simulation models creating. I have to point out as well that several paragraphs in chapters 1 and 2 are
copied from external sources. I would be satisfied with less text written by the student with
appropriate references; the Master thesis is not about a number of pages but about content. My
opinion is reflected in the assigned evaluation.

8. Question for the defense of the thesis.
The reason of thesis submission was the fact, that media content in IAX trunk is sent in different way
in comparison to SIP, so it does not lead to a linear model as in SIP and IAX simulation has not been
published yet.

What is your experience from measurement, what behaviour have you observed?

Can you confirm the presumption that the behaviour is non-linear and if yes, are you able to identify



the reason?

Explain, how data from measurement were processed.
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